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He Created the Future.

Mark Wagner, President
of Sensorcon, Inc.
Grand Prize Winner of the
2012 Create the Future
Design Contest.

Smartphones are getting smarter thanks to Sensordrone, a keyfob-sized device that dramatically
extends the sensing capability of phones and tablets for applications ranging from medical
to environmental monitoring. For the inventors at Sensorcon, Inc., entering the Create the Future
Contest was another smart idea.

"Winning the Grand Prize in the 2012 Create the Future Design Contest validated the Sensordrone as
a truly unique new product and helped bring additional positive attention to it, enabling a
successful production launch in 2013," says Mark Wagner, President of Sensorcon.

Now it’s Your Turn.
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To enter, get details at

www.createthefuturecontest.com
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EDITORIAL
Electrification a topic
of SAE Congress
video-interviews
At this year’s sAe World Congress in
Detroit, thousands of engineers, executives, and other industry stakeholders attended to learn about the latest
technologies and trends impacting product
development now and in the future. Not
surprisingly, fuel efficiency—and more to
the point, ways to improve it—was a major
topic of discussion. That was certainly the
case in many of the video-interviews the

Active grille shutters can benefit EVs in more ways
than just improved aerodynamics, according to
Röchling’s Christoph Kemper. Click the image to
watch the video-interview.

editors conducted from the April event.
In his video-interview, Christoph Kemper,
General Manager at Röchling Automotive
Customer Center North America, discusses
the company’s solutions for lightweighting
and vehicle efficiency, including new materials for underbody components such as
LWRT (low weight reinforced thermoplastic) and the use of active grille shutter sys-
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tems, which can improve fuel efficiency by 2 to 3%. He specifically states
how these technologies can positively
impact electrified vehicles, such as the
tesla Model S and its liquid-cooled
battery package.
“It’s not only nice to have [active grille
shutters for this application], it’s very positive in that it can control the battery temperature, to make [it] stable. That’s a huge
tool to help them with this; it’s not only
aerodynamic [benefits],” he explained.
View the video of Kemper by clicking the
image at left, or at http://video.sae.
org/11790/.
BmW Futurist Peter Phleps takes an optimistic view of the future, particularly as it
relates to alternative engines.
“You can already buy a lot of cars that are
[powered] by hybrid engines or electric
cars, so the technology is available. We just
need to convince a little bit more the customers about the benefits of those technologies. But as we see, customer attitudes are
also currently changing into a more sustainable and ecological direction. I’m really confident that those alternative engine technologies will get a great push in the next
years,” he said.
Phleps shared his insights not only for the
video-interview, but also as part of SAE’s
management program at the 2014
Congress. To watch the video-interview, go
to http://video.sae.org/11786/. To watch his
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They Created the Future.

The team at SunFriend Corporation (l-r) Leonard
Egan, Siddharth Potbhare, Karin Edgett, and Shahid
Aslam (not pictured — Tariq Aslam). Winners of the
2011 Consumer Product Category.

SunFriend Corporation developed a wristband that uses NASA inspired sensor technology to tell
you when you've had enough sun exposure. The designers were exposed to a world of opportunity
when they entered their product idea in the Create the Future Contest.

“Winning the Consumer Product Category in the Create the Future Design Contest gave us the
confidence and momentum to bring the UVA+B SunFriend activity monitor all the way to market,"
says Karin Edgett, CEO of SunFriend. "We were able to leverage the value of the award to help at
every phase, from funding to attracting valuable team members.”
The UVA+B SunFriend will be available for
purchase in April 2014.
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EDITORIAL
entire keynote address, go to http://www.
webcastregister2014.com/sae/2014/saeavl/
(click on “Keynote Address Dr. Peter
Phleps...”).
Chris Grundler, Director of the U.S. ePA’s
Office of Transportation and Air Quality,
said automakers are making good progress
“so far” in their efforts to meet the EPA’s
GHG regulations and nhtsA’s complementary corporate average fuel economy regulations. Electrified powertrains are playing a
role in this progression, but they are not the
sole solution, he explained.

The EPA’s Chris Grundler cites a future scenario
predicting that less than 10% of the marketplace in
2025 will be hybrid, battery, or plug-in hybrid
vehicles. Click the image to watch the videointerview.

“One of the myths that I always try to
bust is that these standards are going to
drive the industry to force consumers into
smaller vehicles or force us to all buy battery vehicles, and that’s just not the case,”
Grundler said. “When we did our analysis a
couple years ago, we predicted that the
lowest-cost scenario to comply with these
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standards is going to be through advanced
gasoline engine technologies and better
transmissions and lightweighting. That scenario predicted that less than 10% of the
marketplace in 2025 would be hybrid vehicles or battery vehicles or plug-in hybrid vehicles.”
Grundler’s video-interview can be viewed
by clicking the image at left, or at http://
video.sae.org/11791/. His SAE 2014 World
Congress panel presentation (along with
those of other panelists) can be viewed at
http://www.webcastregister2014.com/
sae/2014/saeavl/ (click on “Regulatory
Driven Impacts on Powertrain”).
In yet another video-interview touching
on vehicle electrification, Bob Galyen,
President of Business Development of NA/
EU, Amperex technology Ltd., provided an
update on some activities of the SAE
Battery Standards Steering Committee,
which he chairs.
To read an article that Galyen wrote for
Automotive Engineering on the value proposition of batteries, go to http://articles.sae.
org/12995/. His video-interview can be
found at http://video.sae.org/11793/.
It’s clear, the fuel-efficiency conversation
will continue for the foreseeable future, especially at engineering events such as the
SAE World Congress. And electrification—
while not the silver bullet—is certainly part
of the buckshot.

Ryan Gehm

SaE associate Editor
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Nanocatalysts for fuel cells
Recently a team of chemists and materials
scientists at the U.S. Department of
Energy’s Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL) and Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) developed novel 3-D
“nanoframe” substances that have demonstrated much better catalytic activity (the

A new shape for the catalysts of oxidation and
hydrogen-evolution reactions could mean more
efficient, cheaper fuel-cell stacks, and perhaps
even cheaper hydrogen fuel. (ANL)

tendency to facilitate reactions) for the fuel
cell’s key cathodic oxidation reaction. Read
full article at http://articles.sae.org/12967/.

SAE
MobilE App
Are you always on the go, and
need easy access to the latest
industry news and information?
With the SAE International
mobile app, you can access the
technology, design trends, and
product news from our industry
leading magazines to stay
informed from any location!
Download the SAe International
app today for free and preview
this new subscriber benefit.
visit
sae.org/magazines/saeintlapp.

Scalable flywheel system
Increased fuel efficiency—by as much as
10% or more—and reduced cost are two of
the major benefits Ricardo claims for its
new TorqStor flywheel energy-storage system. Production-intent prototypes will be
available to OEMs in late spring of this year
for integration into on-road vehicles and
off-highway machines. Read the full article
at http://articles.sae.org/12932/.

Vehicle Electrification
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2016 preview: driving Continental’s 48-V hybrid
Continental’s 48-V
demo car and the three
main components of
the mild-hybrid system.
More systems
functionality is being
added for 2016
production.

The volkswagen Golf TSI I’m driving is
stopped at a crossroad intersection, its engine having shut off automatically as the
brakes were applied. When it’s my turn to
move, I slip my foot off the brake pedal and
the 1.2-L gasoline engine fires almost telepathically, with a level of smoothness I’d expect from an Audi—a V6 Audi.
Tipping hard into the throttle, the powertrain controller calls for “E-boost” mode,
as I point the Golf along the roller-coaster
roads in appropriately named Auburn Hills,
MI. It’s a useful location to evaluate the
Golf’s prototype 48-V hybrid module, developed by Continental. Under E-boost, the
Conti module provides an additional 14 kW
to the otherwise stock VW powertrain, delivering stronger acceleration—for such
comparisons, the demo car allows me to
shut off the 48-V system and revert to the
12-V base to feel the difference.
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In addition, Conti’s 48-V module offers
Coasting (e-motor decoupled), Sailing (motor coupled), and steady-state operating
modes along with ample brake-energy recuperation. Though not part of the demo
car, the production system may include
driver-modulated regen braking, potentially
using fingertip control buttons on the steering wheel—a welcome and practical feature.
This is clearly one of the most polished
prototype hybrid systems of the many I’ve
driven, I tell my passenger Juergen
Wiesenberger, who is Conti’s Director of
Hybrid Electric Vehicle Engineering in North
America. He replies that a contingent of
powertrain management from a certain local OEM had test-driven the system recently, and formed the same opinion . I report
that compared with the stock VW 12-V system, the start-up is noticeably quicker and
smoother. And vs. the coarse, abrupt 12-V

Vehicle Electrification
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stop-start in the current BmW 3-Series—a
system that’s been widely panned by competitor engineers and media testers alike—
the prototype Conti 48-V system is in another league in terms of its overall seamlessness and functionality.
Wiesenberger revealed that a production
48-V system based on the prototype is
scheduled to launch at two OEMs in the
2016 time frame, with “a number of projects” in the pipeline.

A bolt-on hybrid solution
“Years ago the industry had ‘42-V fever’ as I
like to call it,” Wiesenberger said, recalling
the 1990s period when it appeared that
42-V would become the new automotive
electrical architecture due to rapidly increasing power demands from heated windshields, seats, and steering wheels, among
many other new features.
While 42-V never took off—12-V systems
just got a lot more efficient—the electrical
demands are greater than ever. They now
include electric power steering; electric
HVAC, coolant, and lubricant pumps; and
new chassis controls. Also in the works to
reduce engine-out emissions are sophisticated electric-boosting systems, including
the e-turbos Continental is developing,
which also require higher voltage.
“Our OEM customers want the added electrical capability, along with lower emissions,
at a lower investment,” he explained. “They’re
talking dollars per gram of CO2 reduction.”

Vehicle Electrification

Continental’s North American hybrid-systems
Sales Director Greg Goestenkors (left) with
Engineering Director Juergen Wiesenberger.
(Lindsay Brooke)

Thus the trend towards 48/12-V dual
voltage systems that include mild-hybridization along with greater electric potential. Continental engineers created their
48-V module to fill the market gap between the bare-bones 12-V “micro hybrid”
stop-starts and the more capable (and far
more costly) 120-400-V hybrids,
Wiesenberger noted. Conti’s solution is a
bolt-on 48-V belt-driven starter/generator
module (BSG) that’s quite package-efficient and requires no changes to the vehicle transmission, and minimal tweaks to
engine calibration.

May 13, 2014
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“As small as it is, the 48-V will do nearly
everything the more expensive full hybrid
can do,” he asserted. Indeed, the
European OEMs—and, increasingly, the
North American industry—are moving forward with 48-V production programs (see
http://articles.sae.org/12827/). Their functional benefits include filling in the lowrpm torque gap in smaller turbocharged
engines, and delivering greater brake-energy recuperation vs. 12-V systems (typically 8 kW vs. 2 kW), which is good for a
10-13% reduction in CO2 emissions on
the NEDC cycle, and 7-10% on the new
WLTC cycle.

extending the 48-v capabilities
Similar to general motors’ production eAssist (for which Conti supplies the e-motor),
the Continental 48-V system also is a P1
type mild hybrid, its designation defined by
the “position 1” mounting on the front of the
combustion engine. Developed in one year
by a team of three engineers, its e-motor is
a liquid-cooled induction machine, with integrated inverter. The unit weighs 12 kg (26
lb). The motor is rated at 5 kW permanent/13 kW peak. ContiTech supplies the reinforced drive belt, which is kept taut by a
low-friction schaeffler belt tensioner.
“The trick with the 48-V is managing the
back-and-forth torque transmission,” explained Greg Goestenkors, Hybrid Systems
Sales Director. “In order to transfer up to 15
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The 48-V motor is an induction machine and is
liquid-cooled from the ICE’s coolant system—it
does not require a dedicated coolant loop.
(Lindsay Brooke)

kW, the belt becomes a critical element.
Being a BSG we can use the Schaeffler
clutches to decouple the e-motor from the
drive, enabling the vehicle to crawl along
on electric drive alone,” such as in bumperto-bumper traffic.
“That’s a generation beyond the system
in our current demo car,” he said.
The lithium-ion battery and compact dcdc converter are located in the demo Golf’s
trunk. Supplied by sK Continental
e-motion, Conti’s joint-venture with battery-cell maker sK Innovation, the battery’s
small size could mistake it for a 12-V unit. All
in all, the 48-V module is a tidy package, its
bill-of-material reduced by half compared to
a previous system, due to piggybacking the
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power inverter on the e-motor and eliminating their connecting cables.
Future 48-V system iterations will include
an integrated starter-generator (ISG) system, in which the e-motor is located in the
driveline, Wiesenberger said. And his eyes
lit up as he noted the synergies under development between Continental’s hybrid
engineers and its electronic controls and
automated-driving groups.
“We call it eHorizons—a forward-looking,
predictive energy management system for
not only the powertrain but for the entire
vehicle,” he said. For a 48-V hybrid vehicle
or the PHEV that Conti also is developing,
the eHorizons would use the vehicle’s GPS
and traffic data to optimize the electrical
energy available via the BSG and regen
braking, according to real-time driving
conditions.
Using the full capability of the onboard
sensors and their 3-4 mi range, the vehicle
will “know” when it needs to prepare to discharge the battery for more acceleration—
as when approaching a long grade—and
when the battery will be receiving a lot of
recuperated energy as the vehicle begins a
long downhill descent.
“We’re also developing adaptive strategies for our PHEV, where the car ‘learns’ its
position and so offers the driver the quickest route home when the battery is becoming depleted,” Wiesenberger said.
Lindsay Brooke

Vehicle Electrification
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Lead-acid rules as forklift
battery, but alternatives
pursued
When it comes to electrification, forklifts are
both ahead of the car market and behind it,
and they are likely to stay that way for the
near future.
They are ahead of passenger cars in that
battery-powered forklifts already make up
a significant share of the market. Ideal for
indoor operations, they’re a necessity for
certain environments, such as food-distribution centers. According to the Industrial
truck Association, electric forklifts’ market
share has been rising over the past five
years. Before 2007, electric forklifts captured about 52 to 56% of annual sales.
Since 2008, the share has risen to between
59 and 65%.
Where the materials-handling market
trails the car market is in the adoption of
more advanced electrification technologies.
Lead-acid batteries with a conventional
charger are the predominant technology
option, due to their low cost, reliability, and
well-established supply chain. Nevertheless,
the disadvantages of lead-acid batteries are
leading some fleet operators to consider alternatives. Lead-acid batteries’ low energy
density results in runtimes of no more than
5 to 6 h. Slow charge acceptance and the
need to cool down after charging means extended downtime for recharging.

May 13, 2014
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Flux Power holdings
Inc. makes lithium-ion
battery packs designed
for a number of
applications including
forklifts. Shown is the
company’s 24-V Li-ion
pack.

Performance degrades as the state of
charge drops. And lead-acid batteries have
a low cycle life of about 200 deep cycles.

Cost comparisons
However, the materials-handling market is
quite conservative and risk-averse.
Warehouse operators need a reliable technology that will not prove challenging for
forklift operators to use. They also need any
new option to demonstrate a speedy return
on investment (ROI), preferably in two to
three years. Moreover, the advantages that
some advanced electric technologies offer
for passenger cars do not necessarily translate well to the forklift market.
Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are one of
the best examples of this. Their advantages
in terms of energy density and durability
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are virtually insurmountable in the passenger car market. While the characteristics
vary depending on the specific chemistry,
Li-ion energy density ranges from around
90 to 120 W·h/kg, compared to 30 to 40
W·h/kg for lead-acid batteries. And Li-ion
battery life cycles are 5 to 15 times longer.
However, Li-ion batteries need to come
down in cost significantly to compete in this
market. Although those costs are dropping
rapidly, navigant Research still estimates
that cell costs are around $400-$700/kW·h,
compared to $150-$400/kW·h for lead-acid
batteries. In addition, materials handling is
the rare market in which a Li-ion battery’s
lower weight is a real disadvantage as the
forklifts are designed around the weight of
the lead-acid battery.
This is also an issue for fuel cells, but fuelVehicle Electrification
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cell companies have worked closely with
forklift OEMs to integrate their systems into
existing forklift chassis. Like Li-ion batteries,
fuel cells’ cost is a major inhibitor in this
market. Ballard Power systems, a primary
supplier of proton exchange membrane
(PEM) fuel-cell stacks for forklifts, estimates
that a fuel-cell forklift module costs from
$14,000 to $30,000, depending on the forklift size. By comparison, a lead-acid forklift
battery costs between $2600 and $5500.
The advantage of fuel cells is that they
can be refueled in minutes. This equates to
a major productivity and cost improvement
for warehouses with round-the-clock operations. With conventional lead-acid batteries,
warehouses must have two spare batteries
per forklift, and they need dedicated warehouse space for the batteries and charging
facilities. In addition, the lead-acid batteries
in these operations will last only around 3-4
years. These factors all add significant cost.
Fuel cells do require an investment in hydrogen infrastructure, which is why this
market is still mainly concentrated on operators that can spread those costs across a
large fleet. Nevertheless, fuel cells have captured a little over 1% of the annual U.S. forklift market in the past few years.

niches for now
Fast chargers for lead-acid batteries have
been available for industrial applications for
more than a decade. Conventional chargers

Vehicle Electrification

typically provide power at around 5 kW and
can bring a battery at 20% state of charge
(SOC) back to 100% SOC in around 8 h. Fast
chargers range from 15 to 30 kW and can
return a battery to full charge in just 1 to 2 h.
Often the fast charger is used to provide
short bursts of opportunity charging. The
forklift and the battery system require
some modifications to allow a fast charge,
which translates to slightly higher costs,
and the charger itself is roughly four times
the cost of a conventional charger, at
around $8000. In addition, there are some
operational issues, such as the need to return the battery to 100% charge periodically and the much higher power draw than
with conventional charging. These characteristics have limited the potential customer base for fast chargers.
Overall, some fleet managers are sufficiently dissatisfied with current battery
technology to be on the lookout for viable
alternatives. For this reason, from 2014 to
2020, new technologies will continue to
gain market share in the U.S., although conventional lead-acid will still account for the
majority of the market.
Lisa Jerram, a senior research analyst contributing to
navigant Research’s smart transportation program, wrote
this article for sAe magazines. Information for the article
comes from a navigant report titled “Advanced electric
Forklift technologies in north America” (http://www.navigantresearch.com/research/advanced-electric-forklift-technologies-in-north-america).
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Toyota Motorsport pursues
Le Mans prize with 1000-PS
all-wheel-drive hybrid
toyota is continuing its effort to be the first
Japanese manufacturer to score an overall
victory at the 24 Hours of Le Mans since
mazda won the race in 1991 with the earsplitting four-rotor 787B.
Its 2014 contender, the TS040 Hybrid, will
vie with incumbent favorite Audi and
Porsche’s long-awaited return to the race’s
senior class. All three manufacturers’ cars
conform to new rules this season that aim
to boost the efficiency of the racers.
That means stronger hybrid-assist motors, but it also means 10 cm (4 in) narrower
cars for reduced frontal area and 5 cm (2 in)
narrower tires for reduced drag and rolling
resistance.
New rules mandate a 25% reduction in
fuel consumption, and impose a limit on
maximum fuel flow as measured over a
three-lap average. Fuel-flow limits in
Formula one have already caused controversy this season, so it remains to be seen
how effectively this can be policed.
The fuel-flow allowance is variable, depending on how much electric assist the
team has built into the car. Toyota has opted
for a system applying 6 MJ of hybrid-electric capacity per lap. The available options
are no hybrid assist, or boosts of 2, 4, 6, or
8 MJ per lap.
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Toyota’s TS040 hybrid brings 1000 PS (735 kW) to
bear from its combination of a 3.7-L gasoline V8
and electric motor/generators at the front and rear
axles in search of the best solution to 2014’s
requirements for a balance of efficiency and speed.

In the case of a car with 6 MJ or less electric assist, 87.9 kg/h of gasoline flow is permitted, or 78.3 kg/h of diesel. This gives a
slight advantage in available energy per lap
to the gasoline engine.
While the TS040 is built on an evolution
of last year’s TS030 chassis, there is a big
change in the drivetrain: now the car is allwheel-drive. In addition to the 520-PS (382kW) 3.7-L naturally aspirated gasoline V8
internal-combustion engine and its Denso
electric assist motor driving the rear wheels,
the TS040 adds an Aisin electric motor/
generator to the front axle. Together the
two electric motors add 480 PS (353 kW),
for an event 1000-PS (735-kW) total that is
available under acceleration. The dual electric motor/generators send power to and

Vehicle Electrification
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The TS040
supplements its
gasoline V8 with a
Denso electric motor/
generator on the rear
axle, an Aisin motor/
generator at the front,
and a Nisshinbo
supercapacitor
providing them power.
Click on image to view
an animated video of
the system.

receive it from a nisshinbo supercapacitor,
via the power inverter.
“We looked at various possibilities, but
the most appropriate solution for us was to
increase the displacement of the engine to
improve heat efficiency whilst upgrading
the hybrid system,” concluded Hisatake
Murata, General Manager of Toyota’s
Motorsports Unit Development division.
“We considered bigger hybrid capacity, but
settled on 6 MJ, as anything greater, using
kinetic energy recovery, had a negative effect on lap time due to increased weight.”
That decision triggered the move to allwheel-drive, for its potential for greater
brake regeneration. “To recover that amount
of energy under braking, the rear motor-generator was not enough, so we returned to the
four-wheel hybrid concept we developed
from 2007 to 2011, before regulations limited
hybrid boost to just one axle,” he said.

Vehicle Electrification

Weight was a bigger factor this year, too,
because of a 45-kg (99-lb) reduction in the
minimum weight. “The main challenge has
been to create a more complex car with
more hybrid hardware to achieve higher hybrid power and at the same time reduce significantly the weight due to a 45-kg reduction in minimum weight,” remarked Pascal
Vasselon, the team’s Technical Director.
“That has been a real headache, but using
lightweight materials and efficient design
optimization processes, we have achieved
our targets.”
Toyota points out that it first won an endurance sports car race with an all-wheeldrive hybrid when its Supra HV-R won the
Tokachi 24 Hours in 2007. As with the
TS030, the new car was designed, built,
and is operated by toyota motorsport
GmbH, of Cologne, Germany. This was previously the Toyota Formula One racing

May 13, 2014
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Driver Kazuki Nakajima
might not be as anxious
to climb out of the
TS040 after a driving
stint thanks to its more
comfortable cockpit
and improved visibility.

operation before the company turned its
focus to sports car racing.
The company not only has its own wind
tunnel there, but it also employs simulation
and hardware-in-the-loop technology to
test individual components to optimize designs in the absence of track testing.
“I really, really, really can’t wait to race
this machine because I think it is a really
good one,” enthused driver Alex Wurz.
Results from the first open test of the season at Circuit Paul Ricard show why: Cars
from all three manufacturers circulated
within a fraction of a second of one another.
“It is very interesting to see what the other competitors are doing with their car and
to see the performance,” observed driver

16
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Kazuki Nakajima at the pre-season test.
“The results have certainly been very interesting and there is always something to
learn. There is still some time before the
first race. It is a big help to test with all the
other teams because this year we have a
new focus on fuel efficiency so we are saving much more than before.”
Nakajima also said he is pleased with the
new car’s ergonomics. “The car is very well
built and much more comfortable to drive
this year, with revised driving position and
better visibility,” he noted. “That will help
the drivers during the long races, especially Le Mans.”
Dan Carney

Vehicle Electrification
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AEROSPACE

Embry-Riddle, Powering
Imagination partner on
electric aircraft project
Powering Imagination LLC was founded
by its CEO Erik Lindbergh, grandson of
Charles and Anne Morrow Lindbergh, to
promote sustainable aviation and innovations through initiatives in electric flight,
alternative aviation fuels, and aircraft
noise reduction.
In late April, two of those initiatives were
addressed when the company announced
that it would be partnering with embryRiddle Aeronautical University to create an
electric flight program focused on reducing
aircraft emissions and noise through the development of electric propulsion systems.
Lindbergh and Dr. Richard Anderson,
Director of the Eagle Flight Research Center
at Embry-Riddle, discussed during the announcement that the project is aimed at reducing the “significant amount of pollutants” that commercial aerospace enginees
emit into the atmosphere. Noise was also
brought up as increasingly an issue around
the world, restricting access to airports and
inconveniencing the surrounding communities. Electric and hybrid-electric power systems offer the potential to significantly reduce both noise and emissions.
Powering Imagination’s Quiet Flight
Initiative will partner with the Green Flight
Program at Embry-Riddle’s Daytona Beach,
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Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University and
Powering Imagination LLC have entered into
an agreement to create an electric flight
program focused on reducing aircraft
emissions and noise through the development
of electric propulsion systems.

The “airborne lab” will enable more efficient R&D
on electric power systems by creating an aircraft
that can be reconfigured to test new innovations
from different companies and development teams.
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Rendering of a
Diamond hK36
motorglider to be
converted to electric
power. Embry-Riddle
and Powering
Imagination estimate
that the aircraft will
make its first flight in
mid-2015 at the
Daytona Beach
Campus.

Both Powering Imagination and Embry-Riddle are
currently raising funds for this multiyear initiative
to enable the purchase of the hK36 airframe, the
conversion of the aircraft to electric power, and the
operation of the plane for testing methods of
reducing emissions and noise.
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FL, campus, where students and faculty will
convert a Diamond HK36 motorglider to electric power for testing in noise-sensitive areas.
The aircraft will also be used for assessing
new components of electric propulsion systems to provide real-world evaluation under
flight conditions. This airborne lab will enable
more efficient R&D on electric power systems by creating an aircraft that can be reconfigured to test new innovations from different companies and development teams.
Embry-Riddle and Powering Imagination
estimate that the aircraft will make its first
flight in mid-2015 at the Daytona Beach
Campus.
Both Powering Imagination and EmbryRiddle are currently raising funds for this
multiyear initiative to enable the purchase
of the HK36 airframe, the conversion of the
aircraft to electric power, and the operation
of the plane for testing methods of reducing
emissions and noise.
Jean L. Broge
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BMW shows plug-in hybrid electric based
on X5 Sports Activity Vehicle
There’s just a
“concept” X5
PhEV for test
driving now,
and SAE
Magazines
tested it briefly
in all the driverselectable
modes.

BmW’s forthcoming plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle (PHEV), based on the X5, reflects a
combination of high performance and sophistication in its approach to controls and
features. The 2.0-L twin-scroll turbo delivers
240 hp/179 kW (255 lb·ft/346 N·m). And
combined with the 95-hp electric motor,
there’s a peak output of 270 hp (201 kW)
and 300 lb·ft (407 N·m). The power goes
through BMW’s continuously engaged
X-Drive (intelligent All Wheel Drive) system,
so the X5 maintains its “SAV” (Sports
Activity Vehicle) character. The “concept”
vehicle was introduced at the recent New
York Auto Show; the production version is
expected within the year.
The PHEV control system provides several
intelligent modes, including a predictive one
based on the route plugged into the vehicle’s navigation system. There is also a bat-
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tery temperature control system for high
ambient temperature operation that uses an
electronically controlled tap off the vehicle’s
air conditioning.

estimated neDC ratings
The estimated all-electric range is 30 km (19
mi), based on a BMW study that 80% of
trips with the X5 are under 20 mi (32 km).
That range doesn’t include the effects of
electric A/C operation in hot weather or use
of resistance heating in cold weather, although the cabin temperature can be preconditioned while the X5 is plugged in. The
EV distance was measured on the NEDC
(New European Drive Cycle), on which this
X5 also received an estimated CO₂ rating of
just 89 g/100 km. The fuel-economy number on the same cycle is just under 3.8
L/100 km (62 mpg).
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X5 PhEV has a 2.0-L twinscroll turbo four-cylinder.
Note the two underhood
cooling reservoirs for the two
cooling systems, one for the
engine, one for the power
electronics.

The X5 has a 9 kW·h lithium-ion pouchtype battery pack (96 cells total in 12 packs
of eight cells), and is programmed to deplete only to 3 kW·h. The 3 mi (4.8 km) per
kW·h for the 6 kW·h is a reasonable expectation for the estimated all-electric range
without climate control. The plug-in recharge time with BMW’s recommended
home unit, called Wallbox Pro, could be under an hour, as the unit’s maximum hourly
charge rate is 7.4 kW.
The hybrid drive goes through an electric
clutch, and an eight-speed automatic, on
which the torque converter and its clutch
have been deleted but which contains other
clutching elements.

three primary modes
The X5 PHEV offers a choice of three pri-
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mary modes: Eco Pro, Comfort, and Sport.
In a brief test drive, sAe Magazines was
able to operate the vehicle in all three
modes, and although our passenger from
calibration engineering said he still had
work to do, the performance levels and
transitions were smooth. In Sport, for example, the full-throttle produced a powerful combination of both engine performance and acceleration assist from the
electric motor. This mode also includes a
recalibration of the gas pedal software for
an aggressive response.
The Comfort setting’s hybrid operation is
called “Auto E.” The vehicle always starts in
electric drive for a smooth rolling start, and
with a light foot on the gas pedal, the X5
can stay in electric drive up to just over 40
mph (64 km/h). Then the engine will start
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Battery pack is under cargo
area floor, which has been cut
away to show it.

and the vehicle will go into an intelligent hybrid operation, with more or less EV in the
combination, depending on road speed, engine load and climate control operation.
The driver can select a Save Battery mode
to maintain the full charge for later, pure EV
operation, which is driver-selectable and
called MAX eDrive. That choice could be
used to run the X5 as an EV in cities that
limit use of conventional vehicles during
certain periods. The system will take the
battery pack down to its minimum (3 kW·h).
Even in MAX eDrive mode, the X5 can run at
speeds up to 75 mph (121 km/h) with the
eight-speed automatic.
Eco Pro is an intelligent hybrid drive
mode, with a throttle tuned for lower response. The software picks the type of operation—engine, EV, or hybrid as the driving
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conditions change, to maximize fuel efficiency. It’s tied in with “ConnectedDrive,” a
predictive-navigation trip-planning system
that looks at the selected destination and
analyzes the topography en route.
“ConnectedDrive” considers the posted
speeds and determines what combination
of hybrid operation will be the most efficient, or even if there is a section (perhaps
heavy traffic) where EV-only operation provides the most efficient result. If there is an
area where EV-only operation is required, it
will ensure there is enough battery capacity
for it, and show locations of charging stations on the navi screen. Although there are
no such restrictions presently in place, BMW
pointed out that some cities are considering
it, and in Amsterdam there are free parking
facilities with battery charging, vs. normal
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Menu options for “Eco
Pro” potential.
Warning “tip” at
lower road speeds
and checking the
reduced Climate
Control performance
increase the
potential.

in-city parking fees of $85-90 (U.S.).
There is a possibility for battery pack recharging by the vehicle in motion, from low
power demand situations, such as long
downgrades with regenerative braking, and
this can add to or maintain pack capacity.
There also may be conditions in which the
engine is running and for higher engine efficiency more load is desirable. In that case,
the engine could recharge the battery
pack. In Eco Pro, the electric motor does
not provide a performance-assist function
(as in Sport); it only operates to reduce
fuel consumption.

Battery pack cooling
The battery pack, which is under the cargo
area floor, is kept within a temperature
range of -35 to +40°C (-31 to +104°F). In hot
weather, the battery pack is cooled when
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necessary to ensure long life, by engaging
an active air conditioning-based cooling
system. First, an electronically controlled
zone valve on the X5’s A/C is opened. This
allows refrigerant flow through a separate
line into a second system within the battery
pack housing. The refrigerant passes
through an expansion valve and then into a
serpentine evaporator within a plate housing between the cell assemblies, which are
stacked—one group atop the other. The refrigerant vaporizes in the battery pack
evaporator, absorbing heat from the cells
and then flowing to the front, where it joins
the primary flow from the passenger cabin
and goes to the A/C condenser. At present,
the system is using R-134a, and because the
X5 is made at BMW’s plant in South Carolina, there is at present no legal compulsion
to use a low global warming alternative
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refrigerant for models sold in the U.S., although there are Corporate Average Fuel
Economy credits. And as the X5 is a continuing vehicle, it also may use R-134a in
Europe until 2017. BMW said no decision
on an A/C system changeover had been
made. There is no active heating system in
cold weather. A BMW engineer said that
the vehicle pre-conditioning charge, and
then the normal discharge and recharge
during operation would be sufficient to
deal with that issue.
Air conditioning use, of course, impacts
the EV driving range, and within the Eco Pro
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mode there is a menu on the control stack
screen that encourages fuel-saving. A line
graph indicates level of Eco Pro potential—0
to 100% with two selections, a speed warning “tip” and a reduced level of climate control. If the driver checks the box and sets
the speed warning tip: low enough (we tried
50 mph/80 km/h), the potential went to
100%. With a higher speed tip (we also tried
80 mph/129 km/h), but a check of the climate control reduction, the driver gets a
50% rating.
Paul Weissler
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DEAP
The E-Fan has zero carbon dioxide emissions in flight and is
extremely quiet, which could mean a big reduction in noise levels
around flying training schools.

The Distributed Electrical Aerospace Propulsion project looks
toward a future optimized integrated propulsion system that
will allow cleaner, quieter, and more efficient performance
incorporated into a radically innovative airframe that will
feature enclosed electrically powered fans.
by Richard gardner
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T

ucked away in the static aircraft
park at last year’s Paris Air Show,
totally dwarfed by a massive
Airbus A380, was a small twoseat demonstrator aircraft, the E-Fan.
Looking at first glance like many lightweight modern composite aircraft, the
E-Fan is actually a much more significant
creation, for it represents the first fully
electric general aviation training aircraft.
The prime driving force for such technology demonstrators is the need to continue
to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.
While today’s air transport sector is responsible for “a mere" 2% of man-made
CO2 emissions worldwide, the political
pressure globally for continued improvements in environmental standards will just
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keep on growing. Conventional aero engines and airframes, with more geared turbofans, advanced turbofans, and possibly
open rotor fans, will most likely see an evolutionary development path continue in the
short term. But to achieve a further 70%
cut in CO2, a 90% cut in NOx, and 75% reduction in external noise, compared to
standards in 2000, more radical innovation
will be needed.
Those are the European targets for implementation set out in the European
Commission’s “Flightpath 2050” road map,
but this will probably be difficult to achieve
without a significant change in direction, requiring a whole new set of technologies.
Electric and hybrid propulsion is an obvious
way ahead, and this is the chosen technology route for further research and development taken by eADs (now renamed the
Airbus Group) and Rolls-Royce.
The first electric aerobatic light aircraft,
named the Cri-Cri, was the world’s smallest
manned aircraft powered by four electric
engines. Used as a testbed and flying laboratory, the Cri-Cri gave its engineers much
experience integrating the batteries and
energy management aspects of the design
while research focused on energy recovery
and variable propeller pitch. The next demonstrator, which followed two years later,
was the E-Fan. The go-ahead was given in
October 2012 and the project was subject
to a rapid prototyping phase so it could be
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The EADS E-Fan electrically
powered two-seat trainer/
demonstrator.

shown at Paris in June the following year.
It was not converted from a conventional design but purpose-built as an electrically powered aircraft. It features two
electric engines producing a combined 60
kW of power driving shrouded, variablepitch propellers, and there is no falloff in
performance at altitude or in hot weather
conditions, no propeller torque effects or
engine vibration.
The static engine thrust is around 1.5 N
with the energy provided by two battery
packs located in the inner wing sections.
They are provided with venting and passive
cooling and at present can be recharged in
1 h. New batteries with a higher energy den-
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sity are to be installed and are expected to
increase the endurance to 1.5 h.
Alternatively, batteries can be rapidly
replaced by means of a quick-change system that will be standard on the certified
production model. A backup battery is
provided for emergency use, and the aircraft is also fitted with a parachute recovery system.
The ducted fans reduce noise and increase safety, and the main landing gear is
also electrically powered to allow ground
taxiing without using the main engines, and
to provide acceleration during takeoff up to
a speed of 60 km/h. To guarantee a simple
way of handling the electrically powered
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Artist’s depiction
of the Airbus/
Rolls-Royce
distributed fan
propulsion
system
incorporated
into a concept
plane design.

engines and systems, the aircraft has an
E-FADEC energy management system.
The company is currently working to industrialize the design so it can be matured
sufficiently to be certified as a pilot trainer.
This process is expected to take around
three years, and in many ways is groundbreaking as current certification rules do not
cover electric propulsion. The E-Fan has
zero CO2 emissions in flight and is extremely
quiet, which could mean a big reduction in
noise levels around flying training schools.
Another R&D project within the Airbus
Group is a demonstrator hybrid electric propulsion version of the Diamond DA36 E-Star
2 motor glider. This two-seater has been fitted with a lighter and more compact electric motor, built by siemens, resulting in a
weight reduction of 100 kg. The electrical
power comes from a small Wankel engine
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from Austro engine, with a generator that
functions solely as a power source. Airbus
Innovation Works prepared the battery
packs, which are installed in the wings.
Undoubtedly, one of the most recent exciting and innovative R&D propulsion programs is the joint Rolls-Royce/Airbus
Distributed Electrical Aerospace Propulsion
(DEAP) project, which is co-funded by the
U.K. Technology Strategy Board. This project consists of researching key innovative
technologies that will improve fuel economy
and reduce exhaust gas and noise emissions
by using a distributed propulsion system architecture. The layout, suitable for a future
large transport aircraft, consists of six electrically powered fans distributed in clusters
of three along the wing and housed within a
common intake duct. An advanced gas
power unit provides the electrical power for
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The DEAP concept uses advanced
lightweight composite fan blades that are
designed to maximize overall propulsive
efficiency while minimizing the weight of
the propulsion system.

the fans and for the recharging of the energy storage.
According to Sebastien Remy, Head of
Airbus Innovation Works, “The idea of distributed propulsion offers the possibility of
better optimizing individual components,
such as the gas power unit, which produces only electrical power, and the electrically
driven fans, which produce thrust. This optimizes the overall propulsion system integration, and the knock-on effect from this
is to reduce overall weight and the overall
drag of the aircraft.”

the eConcept
Airbus and Rolls-Royce, alongside other
partners, including Cranfield University, are
now exploring various innovative solutions
to the challenges that the global aviation
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sector will face in the future. Set within a
2050 time frame, one initiative is for a hybrid/electrical distributed propulsion system
as an intermediate step toward fully electric
propulsion for airliners of tomorrow.
As an integrator, Airbus has already suggested how a future airliner might look incorporating many advanced aerodynamic,
structural, and materials developments, and
this is known as the Airbus Concept Plane.
Taking this as a baseline for further studies,
Airbus has created the eConcept, which is a
visualization of the architecture and configuration of a radically different aircraft compared to today’s designs, and powered by
hybrid/electrical propulsion.
The DEAP project is bringing together the
technologies required, with Airbus giving its
integration expertise and providing regular
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For DEAP to work, unconventional concepts will have to be pioneered, and in the context of propulsion
technologies this includes improvements in energy storage and conversion, in electrical motors, novel
combustion cycles, ultra-high bypass ratio configurations, hybrid electric/thermodynamic, and fully
electric systems.

inputs and feedback on the associated technology developments. Achieving the goals
requires a major step up in engine technology, systems architecture, and engine/airframe integration to enable radically more
efficient propulsion systems to be developed. This means that unconventional concepts will have to be pioneered, and in the
context of propulsion technologies this includes improvements in energy storage and
conversion, in electrical motors, novel combustion cycles, ultra-high bypass ratio configurations, hybrid electric/thermodynamic,
and fully electric systems.
Compared to turbofan engines used on
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existing airliners, the next-generation products incorporating the outcome of the
DEAP project may feature a much more integrated propulsion/airframe solution, and
all aspects of this are being investigated.
Under the joint project program, RollsRoyce will develop an optimum electrical
system propulsion plant, taking into consideration factors such as aircraft speed
range, maximum speed, number of fan motors, and efficiency performance, while
Airbus will design the electrical system to
optimize the integration of the propulsion
system into the airframe.
The architecture for a distributed
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For the megawatt levels of power that an electrical distributed
propulsion network requires, a new high-power superconducting
electrical system will have to be designed and validated based on
cryogenic cooling at temperatures as low as -252°C.

propulsion system will involve several electrically powered fans distributed in clusters
along the wing, with one advanced gas
power unit providing the electrical power
for six fans and for the recharging of the
energy storage.
Known as the E-thrust concept, this is described as a “serial hybrid propulsion system”
and is the starting point for optimizations
that are yet to emerge. The number of fans
to be used will be determined in the DEAP
studies and tests, but initial project work indicates that a single large gas power unit has
advantages compared to using two or more
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smaller units. This will give a quieter result
and allow the filtering of particles in the long
exhaust duct at the rear of the engine.
The hybrid distributed propulsion architecture offers the possibility of improving
overall efficiency by permitting separate
optimization of the thermal efficiency of
the gas power unit and the propulsive efficiency of the fans. The hybrid concept allows the gas power unit to be downsized
and to optimize it for cruise. The additional
takeoff power will be provided by the electric energy storage.
A fundamental aspect of optimizing the
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propulsive efficiency is to increase the bypass ratio beyond the values of 12 achieved
in some of today’s high-bypass turbofan
engines. With distributed propulsion, values of “effective bypass ratios” of over 20
might be achievable. (The word “effective”
is used as the fan airstreams and core airstream are physically separated.) Incorporating a series of lower-power fans in the
airframe rather than in under-wing pods,
as in use today, will reduce noise and fuel
consumption significantly.

the distributed fan
propulsion system
In a productionized form, the distributed fan
propulsion system would replace the familiar conventional turbofan engines providing
thrust for all today’s jet airliners. As the
power and thrust of the big fan engines
have steadily increased since their introduction in the early 1970s, so too has their size,
and the only practical location on a widebody jetliner today is pylon-mounted beneath the wings. Because of the large fan
nacelle diameter, this has meant that aircraft
weight has also increased due to the need
for strengthened wings and provision for
lengthy landing gear to obtain the necessary ground clearance.
Integrated electrically driven fans, on the
other hand, would greatly enhance aerodynamic efficiency and allow a more optimized
aircraft design. They would not require the
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present heavy engine mounting structure,
saving weight and drag. During the descent
mode the distributed fans would be windmilling in the airstream but would still be
generating electrical energy that can be
stored. To arrive at a more optimized propulsion/airframe match, three innovative
components are required: a wake re-energizing fan, structural stator vanes that pass
electrical power and cryogenic coolant, and
a hub-mounted totally superconducting electrical machine.
All sorts of additional benefits might arise
through adopting a distributed propulsion
configuration on a future civil aircraft. As
well as the concept leading to a big reduction in structural weight, highly innovative
efficiency gains may become possible by reenergizing the momentum losses in the
boundary layers that build up over the wing
and fuselage, creating a wake. If this boundary layer can be ingested and re-accelerated
by the fans this could reduce the drag.
The concept uses advanced lightweight
composite fan blades that are designed to
maximize overall propulsive efficiency
while minimizing the weight of the propulsion system. This introduces big design
challenges as the resulting airflow into the
fans would not be uniform and the fan
blades would therefore have to
withstand the unsteady conditions resulting from distorted intake flow.
Rolls-Royce is working on this particular
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A major benefit of the distributed propulsion system is that it can be integrated into the airframe’s
structure to maximize aerodynamic efficiency and optimize the airflow around it. This reduces the
aircraft’s weight, drag, and the amount of noise it makes.

issue with its University Technology Center
at Cambridge and supporting the design using computer analysis as well as reducedscale testing and measurements. The stator
section is designed to feature a row of aerodynamic and structural stator vanes behind
the fan recovering thrust from the swirling
air. The length of the distributed fan propulsion system is much shorter than in a turbofan engine so the center of gravity is located
where the structural stator vanes are. Some
of these vanes are designed to accommodate the internal routing of the supercon-
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ducting cables to the hub-mounted superconducting electrical machine.
This highly innovative machine drives the
wake re-energizing fan and is the subject
of a project entitled the Programmable ac
Superconducting Machine (PSAM) involving Rolls-Royce, Airbus Innovation Works,
magnifye Ltd., and Cambridge University in
partnership. It comprises a programmable
superconducting rotor and innovative ac
superconducting stator, which generates a
powerful electromagnetic field that rotates
around the circumference at a speed di-
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rectly related to the frequency of the electrical supply. The superconducting machine
replaces the copper and iron stator structure in a conventional machine and is a
much more powerful, lighter, and a lowloss design incorporating round-wire hightemperature superconducting coils embedded within a lightweight epoxy structure.
Electromagnetic torque is created by effectively aligning the rotor’s magnetic field
with the field generated electromagnetically within the stator. The superconducting rotor magnetic field is generated
through the use of bulk superconducting
magnets. When fully magnetized they can
generate extremely high magnetic fields
(under laboratory tests a magnetic field
capable of levitating a family automobile
has been demonstrated).
The magnets are magnetized in-situ by
the stator to create a permanent magnet
field that can be programmed to deliver
different field strengths, improving controllability. The superconducting machine
is bidirectional and is equally efficient at
driving the wake re-energizing fan to provide aircraft thrust or being driven by the
fan rotating in the airstream to generate
electrical power, which can be stored in
the airframe.

enabling technologies

transfer of electrical power from the gas
power unit and energy storage to the fans is
one such technology. It would allow the
electrical system components to be much
smaller, lighter, and more efficient compared to conventional copper and aluminium-based technology.
Some of the enabling cooling solutions
are available today using cryogenic fluids
or cryocoolers as developed for space
systems and other applications. The other
big issue concerns energy storage. It is
expected that today’s energy storage performance will be doubled within the next
two decades.
Lithium-air batteries are not yet available,
though under development, and it is assumed that the required level of energy
density will be achieved within the anticipated 25-year timescale for the distributed propulsion concept to mature.
To achieve the technological advances
required to meet the needs of the next
generation of civil air transports, such key
enabling technologies have to be researched, tested, and proven before they
can be adopted in the design and ultimately certified for commercial use.
This, of course, all takes time, but the initial
work is under way to identify the most appropriate options to adopt in moving forward along the visionary 2050 “road map.”

The use of superconductivity in the cabling
linking the generators and motors for the
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